Mary Rose Hat

We wanted to create a hat which represents the emblem and colours of the House of
Tudor.
You will need:
4mm needles
4mm crochet hook
Sewing needle
Green DK yarn
White DK yarn
Red DK yarn
Yellow DK yarn
Abbreviations:
K – Knit
P - Purl
K2tog - Knit two stitches together
dc- double crochet stitch
tr - treble crochet
ch – chain
The pattern involves carrying yarn across but, to save on yarn, you only need to pick up
the green and white yarns at the centre of the hat on each row.
Hat
Cast on 30 stitches in green
Rows 1 & 2: Knit
Now add the white wool
Row 3: Remembering to carry white across, K15 in green, drop green yarn, K15 in white
Row 4: P15 in white, drop white yarn, P15 in green
Repeat these two rows 5 times more
Row 15: K2tog 8 times in green, K2tog 7 times in white (15 stitches)
Row 16: Purl keeping pattern correct
Row 17: K2tog 4 times in green, K2tog 3 times in white, K1 (8 stitches)
Cut the yarn leaving a 10cm tail. Using sewing needle, pull remaining yarn tightly
through the remaining stitches and sew up the sides.

Rose
Step 1: In yellow, create a magic loop with 10 dc
Step 2: Join in white using a slip stitch
Step 3: 1dc, 3tr, 1dc into the first stitch on the magic loop
Step 4: Skip a stitch on the magic loop and in the next stitch slip stitch then 1dc, 3tr, 1dc
Repeat step 4 three more times to create 5 petals
Step 5: Slip stitch into the base of the first petal and bind off
The next step works on the back of the white rose to create a base for the red rose.
Step 6: Turn the white rose over and use a slip stitch to add red yarn to roughly the gap
between two white petals
Step 7: Ch4, slip stitch into roughly the gap between two white petals. Repeat until ring is
complete
Step 8: Turn white rose back over. Into current stitch on ring, 1dc, 4tr, 1dc
Step 9: Skip 2 stitches on the ring and in the next stitch slip stitch then 1dc, 4tr, 1dc
Repeat step 4 three more times to create 5 petals
Step 10: Slip stitch into the base of the first petal and bind off
Making up
Sew the flower to the top of hat.
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